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1 Introduction







where the potential q(t) is T -periodic and q 2 L
1

















(q) <   
with respect to the periodic boundary value conditions:
x(0)  x(T ) = _x(0)  _x(T ) = 0; (P)













(q) <   
with respect to the anti-periodic boundary conditions:
x(0) + x(T ) = _x(0) + _x(T ) = 0; (A)
see Magnus and Winkler [8] and Hale [6]. These eigenvalues are called the characteristic values.
They play a fundamental role in the stability problem of the Hill's equation
x+ q(t)x = 0: (1.1)





























(q) <   
For the one-dimensional Schrodinger operators L with periodic or almost periodic potentials,
Johnson and Moser [7] introduced the rotation number functions to study the spectrum of L.
When the real eigenvalues of L
x+ (+ q(t))x = 0 ( 2 R) (1.2)
2
are considered, the rotation number function () is as follows. We assume, without loss of
generality, that T = 2. Set y =   _x in (1.2). Then Eq. (1.2) is equivalent to the following
planar linear system:
_x =  y; _y = (+ q(t))x: (1.3)
In the polar coordinates: x = r cos , y = r sin ,  satises the following equation
_




 =: (t; ;): (1.4)
As the vector eld (t; ;) is T -periodic in t and is -periodic in , we know from Arnold [1]







exists and is independent of 
0
, where (t; 
0
; ) is the solution of (1.4) satisfying the initial
condition: (0; 
0
; ) = 
0
. Consequently, we can dene two sequences f
k
(q) : k 2 Ng and
f
k
(q) : k 2 Ng by

k
(q) = minf : () = k=2g;

k
(q) = maxf : () = k=2g:
Write also 
0






















(q) when k is even:





(q)g and the eigenvalues of L with respect to certain two-point boundary conditions will be
established in Section 3. More precisely, consider the following two-point boundary conditions:
x(0) sin+ _x(0) cos = x(T ) sin+ _x(T ) cos = 0; (TP)

where  2 [0; ): Note that when  = 0 then (TP)

is the Neumann boundary conditions (N),
and when  = =2 then (TP)

is the Dirichlet boundary conditions (D). Problem (1.2)+(TP)








(q) <    < 

k
(q) <    :





















(t) is the translation of q(t): q
s
(t)  q(t+ s).
As an application of the relation (1.5), we will give in Section 4 some nonuniform nonres-
onance conditions for the periodic boundary value problems of the second order dierential
equation:
x+ f(t; x) = 0; (1.6)
3
when f(t; x) satises certain semilinearity conditions. These nonuniform nonresonance condi-
tions are also necessary in some sense, see Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.
We remark that when the following weighted eigenvalue problems
x+ '(t)x = 0 (1.7)
are considered, where the weights '(t) are such that '(t) are T -periodic, ' 2 L
1
(0; T ), '(t)  0
for a.e. t 2 [0; T ] and '(t) > 0 for t in a subset of [0; T ] of positive measure, we have used
the rotation numbers to study in [16] the eigenvalues of (1.7)+(P), (1.7)+(A), (1.7)+(D), and
(1.7)+(N). The similar relation as (1.5) was proved in [16] for the periodic, the anti-periodic, and
the Dirichlet, the Neumann eigenvalues of (1.7). From what we will do in this paper, one can
see that the similar relation (1.5) also holds for weighted periodic, anti-periodic, and two-point
eigenvalues of (1.7).
2 Rotation Numbers and Characteristic Values
We introduce the following notations. For p 2 L
1

























in a subset of [0; T ] of positive measure.
Consider the following eigenvalue problem
x+ (+ q(t))x = 0; t 2 R; (2.1)
where  2 R and the potential q(t) is always assumed to be in
P = fq : R ! R : q(t) is T -periodic and q 2 L
1
(0; T )g:
Set y =   _x in (2.1). Then (2.1) is equivalent to the following linear system:
_x =  y; _y = (+ q(t))x: (2.2)
In order to consider eigenvalue problems, we write (2.2) in the polar coordinates: x = r cos ;
y = r sin : Then
_r = (+ q(t)  1)r cos  sin  =: R(t; ; r;); (2.3)
_




 =: (t; ;): (2.4)
Now we consider Eq. (2.4). Note that the existence and uniqueness for initial value problems of
Eq. (2.4) hold. For any 
0
2 R, let (t; 
0
; ) be the unique solution of (2.4) satisfying the initial
condition: (0; 
0
; ) = 
0
: As the vector eld (t; ;) is T -periodic in t and is -periodic in ,
we have
(t; (mT ; 
0





+ n; )  (t; 
0
; ) + n; (2.6)
where t; 
0
;  2 R and m; n 2 Z. Thus, it is known from Arnold [1] and Hale [6] that the
rotation number of (2.4)







exists and is independent of 
0
.
We are going to give some properties for the rotation number function (). Before this, we
consider, for any given p 2 P, the following dierential equation
_





Similarly, for any given 
0
2 R, let (t; 
0






Lemma 2.1 For any 
0
2 R, the function cos (t; 
0
; p) has only isolated zeros in t.
Proof Let (t) = (t; 
0
; p). Suppose that t
0





 + =2 for some n
0
2 Z. By continuity, there exists 
0
> 0 such that j(t)  (t
0
)j < =2 for














) = 0 and
_
(t) = 1 + p(t)
2
(t) = 1 + (p(t)(t)) (t)
















for t 2 I
0






is an isolated zero
of cos (t). 2
Lemma 2.2 Let p
i

























































































= a(t)(t) + b(t);
where





























Note that b(t)  0. Thus (t)  0 for all t  0.
When t  T , we want to prove that (t) > 0. Otherwise, assume that (t
0
) = 0 for some
t
0










for a.e. t 2 [0; t
0
]. By Lemma 2.1, the function cos 
1










Now we give some properties for rotation number functions (; q).
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Lemma 2.3 Let q 2 P. Then () has the following properties:
(i) () is continuous in ;
(ii) () is nondecreasing when  increases;
(iii) () = 0 if   1;



















(t) = minfq(t); 0g and q
+


























) by denition of rotation numbers.
(iii) On the one hand, we have ()  0 for all  2 R. This follows from the following
observation. Note that the vector eld (t; ;) > 0 at  = n + =2, n 2 Z. We claim that if

0
> n + =2 then (t; 
0













)  =2 for some t
0
> 0, we may dene t














). Thus we can































(t) = +1: Thus the claim is proved.





(q) of (2.1)+(P) has a nowhere




) = arg(x(t)   i _x(t)) is bounded for all
t 2 R, where 
0
= arg(x(0)  i _x(0)). Therefore (
0
) = 0.




(iv) Let  > 0. It is not easy to verify (2.10) directly from Eq. (2.4). For Eq. (2.1), we may
set y =   _x=
p
 in (2.1). Then (2.1) is equivalent to another linear system:
_x =  
1=2

















# =: (t; #;): (2.12)
Similarly, for any #
0
2 R, let #(t;#
0







As both Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.12) come from the same equation (2.1), they have the following
connection. For  > 0 xed, we introduce a dieomorphism H

: R ! R as follows. On the
one hand, H

has fn; n + =2 : n 2 Zg as its xed points. On the other hand, for any given
# 2 R, then  = H

(#) 2 R is determined by the following equality:













is well dened and satises
H

(#+ n)  H










It can be checked that dieomorphism H






(#)  (t; #;):










for all t 2 R, #
0


























































We have, for all t  0,
#(t;#
0


























By (2.15), we see that if  >  q
 
, then (2.14) holds. Thus we have (2.13). Now (2.10)
follows from (2.15) and (2.16) because q

(t) are periodic. 2
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Example 2.4 Let q(t)  c. Then the rotation number function () is
() =
(
0; if    c;
p
+ c ; if  >  c:
Now we introduce two sequences f
k
(q) : k 2 Ng and f
k






(q) = minf 2 R : () = k=2g for k 2 N;

k




By Lemma 2.3, these sequences are well dened. As in [8], we call them the characteristic values
of (2.1) due to the following result.





(q) for some even integer k 2 Z
+
.
(ii) Eq. (2.1) has nonzero T -anti-periodic solutions if and only if either  = 
k
(q) or  =

k
(q) for some odd integer k 2 N.
















() = 1 because detP

= 1.
Step 1. It is not dicult to check the following facts. 
1;2
() are positive (respectively,








(q) for some even k. We want to prove that Eq. (2.1) has
nonzero T -periodic solutions.
By Step 1, 
1;2
() > 0. We claim that 
1;2
() = 1. Thus P

has nonzero xed points and
(2.1) has nonzero T -periodic solutions. If 
1;2











) are positive reals. Thus (
^




. As a result,
 cannot be the endpoint of the interval 
 1






Step 3. Conversely, let  2 R be such that (2.1) has nonzero T -periodic solutions. Then

1;2





we assume that k > 0. The case k = 0 can be studied by a slight modication.) Assume that

k
(q) <  < 
k
























) is -periodic in
^




(q) are T -periodic eigen-





















; ) > 0 and G(
0
; ) < 0. As a
result, G(
^








2 [0; ). Consequently, P










), j = 1; 2. Thus P

is the identity because 
1;2
() = 1. This implies
that G(
^
; )  0 for all
^
 2 [0; ), a contradiction to the fact that G(
0
; ) > 0 and G(
0
; ) < 0.
By Steps 1{3, (i) is proved. The conclusions in (ii) can be proved similarly. 2
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Remark 2.6 When the period T 6= 2 is considered, one needs only to modify the denition
of characteristic values as

k
(q) = minf 2 R : () = k=Tg and 
k
(q) = maxf 2 R : () = k=Tg:
3 Characteristic Values and Two-point Eigenvalues
In this section, we aim at establishing the relationship between characteristic values and the
eigenvalues of (2.1)+(TP)

. The comparison results of characteristic values on potentials will
also be proved.
Let q 2 P. For any  2 [0; ), it is known that problem (2.1)+(TP)









(q) <    < 

k




(q) =  1 for the Dirichlet case  = =2, and 

0
(q) >  1 for other case  2
[0; =2) [ (=2; ). In the (x; y)-coordinates, the boundary conditions (TP)

become
x(0) sin  y(0) cos = x(T ) sin  y(T ) cos = 0;
i.e. there are some c; c
0
2 R such that
(x(0); y(0)) = c(cos; sin); (x(T ); y(T )) = c
0
(cos; sin):
Thus  = 

k
(q) is determined by
(T ;; ) = + k: (3.1)
Using equalities (2.5) and (2.6), we obtain from (3.1) that (mT ;; ) = +mk for all m 2 Z.
This implies that (

k
(q)) = k=T = k=2: From the denition of characteristic values, we have








(q) for all k 2 N : (3.2)
Now we are in position to prove the relation (1.5).





















The zeroth periodic eigenvalue 
0










































for all t, s, 
0
, and . Hence (; q) = (; q
s





) is continuous in s.










(q); 8 s 2 R:
Now we are going to prove (3.4). Let us rst consider the case k 2 N is even. Then
 = 
k
(q) is an eigenvalue of the periodic problem (2.1)+(P), i.e. Eq. (2.1) has a nonzero
T -periodic function x(t). We claim that there exists s
0





) cos = 0: (3.6)




) = 0. Thus (3.6) is
satised.
Case 2.  = =2. If (3.6) does not hold, then either x(t) > 0 for all t or x(t) < 0 for all t.
Case 3.  2 (0; =2) [ (=2; ): If (3.6) does not hold, then the function
(t) = _x(t) + x(t) tan (3.7)
is a T -periodic function and satises (t) 6= 0 for all t. Without loss of generality, we assume
that (t) > 0 for all t. Note that tan 6= 0. It is well known that for any given T -periodic





(s+ t) exp (s tan) ds;
where " =   if  < =2, and " = + if  > =2. As (t) > 0 for all t, we have x(t) > 0 for all t
if  < =2, and x(t) < 0 for all t if  > =2.
In Cases 2 and 3, if (3.6) does not hold, we have proved that x(t) 6= 0 for all t. Let

0
= arg(x(0)   i _x(0)): Then (t; 
0
; ) = arg(x(t)   i _x(t)) is bounded because x(t) 6= 0 for all
t. As a result, we have () = 0. This is a contradiction because () = (
k
(q)) = k=2 > 0.
As x(t) satises (3.6), let y(t) = x(t+ s
0
). Then y(t) satises dierential equation
y + (+ q
s
0
(t))y = 0: (3.8)
Moreover, by condition (3.6) and the T -periodicity of x(t), y(t) satises the boundary conditions
(TP)

. This means that  = 
k
(q) is an eigenvalue of (3.8)+(TP)

. As we have shown k=2 =
(
k













). This proves that the maximum in (3.4) can be
attained when k > 0 is even.
The characterization (3.5) also holds because we have (3.6) in this case.
Now we consider (3.4) when k 2 N is odd. In this case, for  = 
k
(q), Eq. (2.1) has a nonzero
solution x(t) satisfying the anti-periodic boundary conditions (A). As Eq. (2.1) is linear, it is
easy to check that x(t) satises x(t+T )   x(t) and is a 2T -periodic solution of (2.1). Now we
can proceed the proof as before.
Equality (3.3) can be proved similarly. 2
Now we give the comparison results for characteristic values with respect to potentials.
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Theorem 3.2 Let q
i




















) for all k.








for any s 2 R. By Theorem 3.1 it suces
to prove the comparison results for eigenvalues of (2.1)+(TP)

















) = + k; i = 1; 2;









(T ;; ; q
1
) > (T ;; ; q
2









4 Nonuniform Nonresonance of Semilinear Dierential Equa-
tions
As an application of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we consider the nonuniform nonresonance for non-
linear dierential equations
x+ f(t; x) = 0 (4.1)
with respect to the periodic boundary conditions (P), where f(t; x) : R  R ! R is an L
1
-
Caratheodory function and is T -periodic in t. Moreover, f(t; x) satises the following semilin-
earity condition: There exist a(); b() 2 L
1
(0; T ) such that









uniformly in a.e. t 2 [0; T ].
The nonuniform nonresonance problem (4.1)+(P) has been extensively considered in the
literature, see [2], [3], [9], [11], [12], [13] and the references therein. However, as observed
in [15] and [16], most of these nonuniform nonresonance conditions come from the viewpoint
of autonomous equations. In order to overcome these shortcomings, when a() and b() in
(4.2) satisfy b  a  0, the weighted eigenvalues are proposed in [15] and [16] for nonuniform
nonresonance problems. However, when a() and b() in (4.2) do not satisfy the positiveness
conditions b  a  0, the results in [15] and [16] are not applicable. Now we will use the
eigenvalue results in this paper to address the nonuniform nonresonance problems of (4.1)+(P).
Problem (4.1)+(P) can be studied using the coincidence degree, see Mawhin [10]. Due to
the concept of the so-called Property P introduced in [4] and [5] and to a very general result in
[14] on positively homogeneous perturbations of the identity on Banach spaces, the existence to
(4.1)+(P) can be obtained if one can check that for any c 2 L
1
(0; T ) with
a(t)  c(t)  b(t) for a.e. t 2 (0; T ), (4.3)
the following linear equation
x+ c(t)x = 0
has only the trivial T -periodic solution, see Theorems 3.1 and 5.1 in [14]. This is simply equiv-
alent to that 
P
n
(c) 6= 0 for all n 2 Z
+
. Now we have the following nonresonance result.
11




(a) < 0 and 
P
k
(b) > 0 (4.4)
for some k 2 N, then Eq. (4.1) has at least one T -periodic solution.



















(c) 6= 0 for all n 2 Z
+
. So the existence to (4.1)+(P) is proved. 2
The nonuniform nonresonance conditions (4.4) are also necessary in the following sense.
Theorem 4.2 Let a(); b() 2 P be such that b  a. If problem (4.1)+(P) has at least one
solution for any L
1
-Caratheodory function f(t; x) satisfying the semilinearity condition (4.2),




(a) < 0 and 
P
k
(b) > 0 (4.5)











(b) = +1, we can dene k
0
= minfk  0 : 

k
(b) > 0g. If k
0
= 0
then (4.5) is satised for k = 0. Now we assume that k
0
 1. By the assumption, we know that
for any c 2 L
1
(0; T ) satisfying (4.3) and any h 2 L
1
(0; T ), the following equation
x+ c(t)x = h(t)
has at least one T -periodic solution. Thus c() satises 
P
n









(a+ (1  )b) 6= 0
















(a) < 0. Namely, (4.5) is satised for k = k
0
. 2
Remark 4.3 (i) In [12], Mawhin and Ward proved the nonresonance of problem (4.1)+(P)
under the following condition:
a > 0 and b  (2=T )
2
: (4.6)
Let us see what (4.6) does mean. Since the condition a > 0 implies that 
P
0
(a)   a < 0,





(b) > 0, thus condition (4.6) is a special case of
conditions (4.4). Similarly, the usual nonuniform nonresonance conditions
(2k=T )
2
 a  b  (2(k + 1)=T )
2










(ii) The nonuniform nonresonance results as in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 also hold for other
BVPs. For example, when f(t; x) satises the semilinearity conditions (4.2), the two-point
BVP (4.1)+(TP)

has the following sucient (and also necessary in some sense) nonresonance
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